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Meissen features an historic old town (Altstadt), castle hill 
(Burgberg) and the oldest porcelain factory in Europe, all of 
which make the city a nationwide tourist attraction. However, 
the city is not currently benefiting as much as it could from 
this heritage. There is a high level of  vacant properties, and 
green and open spaces are scarce in residential areas. 

Meissen’s proximity to the growing metropolitan area and 
to Dresden, the State capital (around 27 km away, which is 
a 40-minute journey by car or suburban railway (S-Bahn)) 
means that the city has general potential for development. 

But the city’s aspirations in terms of advancement require 
urban development, the driver for which could be the area 
south-west of the city along the River Triebisch. The course of 
the Triebisch, an appealing landscape which has also been an 
important historical feature in shaping the city, should play a 
central role in development. 

In the process, its future qualities in terms of recreation and 
habitation must be defined and developed as part of the ur-
ban aspect of the project. Since German reunification this ur-
ban space has seen scarcely any development, partly because 
of devastating floods in 2002 and 2013 and a mudflow, re-
sulting in a high proportion of vacant housing and a major 
remediation requirement. Consequently, restoring the city’s 
value through urban development is expected to have a social 
impact and provide social momentum.

The open spaces of Triebischtal (a former municipality of the 
Meissen district south-west of the old town) present an op-
portunity to develop an appealing residential and living space 
linked to both the old town and the surrounding landscape 
of the river valley. By interconnecting these open spaces with 
the old town, the adjacent city forest and the tourist attrac-
tions, an open space system is to be developed along the 
Triebisch, spanning the area between the Elbe and the former 
coal stockyard and boosting the development of the city as a 
whole. 

Converting the coal stockyard to new parkland presents a 
unique opportunity for urban development and improved 
quality of life for Meissen residents, but will also be a regional 
catalyst. 

P A R T  1   T H E  T A S K

1.1 Reason and objective 

View of Meissen showing the Burgberg, the cathedral and the Albrechtsburg  
(a late Gothic castle) seen from the right bank of the Elbe

The Triebisch in the urban district of Meissen
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Meissen is a district town in the German state of Saxony with 
almost 27,700 residents in an area of around 31,000 square 
kilometres. It lies 25 km North of Dresden and was awarded a 
town charter in 1323. The old town, which climbs to the castle, 
features old building stock including alleyways, squares and 
small churches which establish it as a quality area. Meissen 
cathedral and the Albrechtsburg are defining buildings of the 
old town which are tourist attractions on the Burgberg. 
www.stadt-meissen.de

Meissen’s porcelain factory was established in 1710 and sub-
sequently housed in the Albrechtsburg. The new production 
sites in Triebischtal, which are still in use today, date from 
1863. 

The porcelain factory, along with an in-house museum, a 
demonstration workshop and a visitor centre, is one of the 
city’s tourist attractions and a key contributing factor to 
Meissen’s identity. Today, the company still employs some 600 
people and has a turnover of around €31.5 m. Meissen porce-
lain is an internationally renowned premium brand. 
www.meissen.com

1.2 Object of the call for tenders 

Classic Meissen porcelain

The porcelain factory in Triebischtal, 1869 

Panoramic view of Meissen Albrechtsburg across the historical old town towards the Elbe
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1.3 Project area

The source of the Triebisch is in Saxon Switzerland and it 
flows into the scenic eponymous Triebischtal valley and on-
wards to Meissen’s urban district before joining the Elbe. Its 
course runs through the districts of Triebischvorstadt and  
Triebischtal adjoining the south-west of the old town which 
are characterised by old buildings. However, large expanses  
of the area have no appreciable direct connection to the river. 

The competition area stretches along the river from the 
mouth of the Elbe to the former coal stockyard to the west. 
Triebischvorstadt, situated to the east, features smaller 
squares, some of which have little or no structure, and open 
spaces with development potential for a green link design 
which should connect them to Triebischtal via a route that 
will need to be defined. 

At the western end of this green corridor is some 2.5 hectares 
of terrain which were formerly railway sidings and the coal 
stockyard, and which is currently used as storage space by the 
local public utility company. This is the core area for the park 
planning project within the envisaged green corridor. The plan 
is to repurpose these areas from industrial spaces to open 
spaces and so they offer excellent development potential for a 
park which both residents and visitors can enjoy. 

The world-famous porcelain factory is located in the  
Triebischtal area of the city, but features little context and 
few links in relation to its environment. Therefore the con-
nection and/or integration of the factory as well as the other 
tourist attractions along the open space system needs to be 
examined and improved. This could be achieved by functional 
measures such as expanding connecting pathways, or based 
on more aesthetic or conceptual design approaches.

To achieve the objective of giving momentum to the city as a 
whole, linking the open space system along the Elbe to the old 
town is essential. The course of the Triebisch means that the 
potential for a continuously connected pathway is limited. We 
are therefore looking for solutions involving jutties, bridges, 
footbridges, etc. over the course of the river and utilising open 
and street spaces so as to connect green spaces in an appeal-
ing way.

Competition area Overall design 
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1.3.1 Flooding issues

The Triebisch is a Category I Water Body and is managed by 
the state dam administration. Any measures affecting the riv-
erbed and margins must be agreed with the administration 
and comply with the Triebisch flood protection plan.

Lower Triebischtal is in the (100-year) flood risk area; when 
the water level rises there is a risk of inundation. Floods in 
2002 and 2013 as well as a flash flood in 2014 left large parts 
of the area underwater.

The regular recurrence of flooding in Triebischtal is caused 
by backwater from the Elbe and rising water levels in the  
Triebisch. Slight inundation starts to occur at the 20-year 
return period. Therefore planning execution should take  
account of flooding as it is not feasible to avoid the area that 
floods. 

The area of the former coal stockyard is built up to such a 
height that it has created a flood-protected island (see flood 
map). The (local authority) flood map does not take account 
of the fact that the market has been sited to the south of the 
area and therefore a flood control channel has been built to 
the north of the bridge.

1.3.2 Existing plans

There is an action plan from 2011 for the southern section of 
Meissen left of the Elbe, which provides for the restructuring 
of brownfield sites and areas with a high proportion of empty 
commercial and residential buildings (see Annex). Parts of 
this have already been implemented, such as the retirement 
complex in the former Neumarktschule schoolhouse. A sub-
area of the plan covers the Triebisch and adjacent areas on 
Höhe Fährmannstrasse. The idea here is to restore and if  
applicable, extend the partially existing pier as a riverside 
walk and to put in place suitable measures to upgrade its 
“backyard” setting. In addition, the planning area is located 
in the west Meissen/old town area sought for the current 
ERDF funding period. The extended project area would also 
offer potential as the focus of a national horticultural show. 

There is a pier running along one side of the Triebisch in the 
area between Martinstrasse and Hahnemannplatz. This was 
severely damaged by flooding in recent years and is in need of 
remediation. 

The City of Meissen is planning to restore this area and is 
considering an extension to the east, up to Nicolaisteg (steg 
= footbridge). 

Risk at 100-year return period

2013 flooding on the Elbe and the Triebisch

Between Hahnemannplatz and Nicoleisteg

Triebischsteg, Footbridge between Martinstrasse and Hahnemannplatz
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1.3.3 Old town area along the Triebisch

“Building in this area started in the 16th century and was fun-
damentally transformed after demolishing the city fortifica-
tions and building Neugasse around 1850. Construction in the 
area is consistent. Neugasse is characterised by small-scale 
buildings from around 1850 and commercial premises from 
the “Gründerzeit” (Founder Epoch, also sometimes called 
“promoterism”) as well as the new “Kerbe” residential build-
ing completed in 1986. 

Gerbergasse, where most of the urban development was com-
pleted around 1900 when Martin bridge was built and the 
old city school was demolished and replaced by the Roten 
Schule (the Red School, so-called because of its red render-
ing), is mainly characterised by buildings representative of the 
Gründerzeit. Neugasse and Gerbergasse from the junction of 
Martinstrasse are lively commercial streets but there are clear 
conflicts of use due to the through-traffic in the direction of 
Triebischtal. 

The entire area is a flood risk. The sturdy fabric of the build-
ings from the Gründerzeit sustained the least damage of the 
whole of the old town area in 1990. The rest of the buildings 
are predecessors from the 1850s and at any event, either only 
the ground floors of these were in use or they were completely 
empty. There were also demolition and new build plans for 
some sub-areas: one of the first to be implemented was the 
“Kerbe” residential building. 

All the plots have been covered by buildings. Although 83% of 
the structures have been restored there is still an urgent need 
for action so that the proportion of vacant residential and 
commercial properties can be sustainably reduced from 33% 
and 26% respectively. This is to be achieved by comprehensive 
expansion of both streets and the associated restoration of 
urban development space and the residential environment.

Positive momentum is anticipated for these areas as a result 
of building the Neumarktarcaden retail park which is walking 
distance away, and the Altstadt S-Bahn stop.” (source: Report 
on zonal rehabilitation-related land value increases in the 
Historic Old Town redevelopment area of Meissen, 2014)

From the point where the course of the Triebisch joins the 
Elbe, it flows beneath the three-lane Bundesstrasse into the 
old town. In the area up to Nicoleisteg, the Triebisch is char-
acterised by the balconies and terrace-style buttresses on 
the buildings of the old town side. The other bank has a con-
sistent appearance, with partly empty buildings and a small 
square on Fährmannstrasse and, further down, the existing 
footbridge over the Triebisch along a closed edge of the build-
ings. Opposite this is a connecting, open structure. One side is 
mainly private areas but the other could be used as a public 
space, for example as a continuous promenade pier upstream 
or by incorporating adjacent plots. The area on Fährmann-
strasse here has particularly good potential for a variety of 
design approaches.

Meissen around 1830

Meissen around 1909
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From Nicoleisteg, Wettinstrasse runs along the course of the 
Triebisch, offering further potential for pathways. Käthe Koll-
witz Park, situated right at the start, should be integrated 
into the plan and factored into any redesign. Between Neu-
markt and the underpass to Karl-Niesner-Strasse, two streets 
lead directly along the Triebisch, but currently have no con-
nection to the course of the river. Onwards up to the former 
coal stockyard, Bahndamm to the west runs alongside the 
Triebisch next to Wettinstrasse in the east. 

The objective is to use the available plots along the generally 
quite narrow river basin to be able to create a green corridor, 
including jutties or detours, as a cohesive open space system 

which is both readable and appreciable. The process should 
also encourage private residents to “adopt” the Triebisch. 
Therefore the incorporation of smaller sections of the off-
street parking or other areas on private land will be permitted 
in the design. 

The plot at 14 Gerbergasse has been demolished but not re-
built and can be taken into consideration as part of the open 
space. Partial demolition of the buildings on Fährmannstrasse 
should be evaluated, taking account of conservation and ur-
ban development issues. The design should take into account 
improved integration of the porcelain factory sited north of 
Wettinstrasse. 

The Triebisch in Meissen’s urban district 

Käthe Kollwitz Park
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The area of the former coal stockyard is bordered by Talst-
rasse to the west (beside the Triebisch) and the regional rail-
way line towards Nossen in the east. S-Bahn Line 1 (Meissen – 
Schöna) also terminates at the local Meissen-Triebischtal sta-
tion, providing a direct link to the city of Dresden. However, 
the surroundings of and access to the Meissen-Triebischtal 
stop have no design features. The station is not well integra-
ted. But the size of the area in this location offers sufficient 
design flexibility and potential for links to the residential dis-
trict and the planned district park on the former storage site.

Lessingbrücke (brücke = brige) next to the station is the 
northern boundary of the former coal stockyard. Considera-
tion should be given to whether it makes sense to assign the 
area upstream of it as the stopping point, or as part of the 
new park or the green corridor. To the south, the project area 
ends at a discount supermarket site which will soon be va-
cant. Prospectively this area may be used as a site for a logis-
tics company, which would mean that its boundaries would be 
more strongly demarcated. 

To guarantee a connection to the south, we would like pro-
posals for zoning/linking the areas. The areas between the 
course of the river and the streets are available for a contin-
uation of the green corridor along the Triebisch to the south. 
Exactly where the district park ends and a westward green 
corridor begins is to be defined by competitors as part of the 
task. Due to its former use, none of the terrain has any par-
ticular topography. 

Behind the railway line, along Hirschbergstrasse, is a row of 
houses opposite the old station building, some of which are 
vacant. Restructuring and redesigning both the adjacent 
private spaces and the public open and street spaces could 
requalify this area with a higher quality of housing and a view 
of the new park. 

The objective is to develop a new park on the site of the for-
mer coal stockyard with the best possible connection to the 
surrounding districts. It should have not only a wide range of 
uses for residents from neighbouring districts but also some 
offerings with national and touristic appeal. Integrating it 
into the green corridor has the potential to create both func-
tional and creative links. Meissen’s defining porcelain factory 
should play a specific role in this, whether though artistic  
references or thematic settings. 

1.3.4 The former coal stockyard and adjacent open spaces

Former coal stockyard

The Triebisch at the former coal stockyard
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The project area covers Triebischtal from its confluence with 
the Elbe, across the Triebischvorstadt and Triebischtal dis-
tricts, to the storage area of the former railway sidings (coal 
stockyard) to the south of Meissen-Triebischtal railway sta-
tion.

Structural consideration of the overall area, with a view to 
meeting the objective of creating an open space system along 
the Triebisch with links to both the city space and the existing 
green structures, plays an overarching role. 

The emphasis and design of the most important pathway con-
nections for pedestrians and cyclists, and the evaluation of 
the Triebisch as a connecting component, is part of the task. 
Access to the old town and the incorporation of tourist at-
tractions – particularly the Meissen porcelain factory, must be 
checked. 

The area at the mouth of the Triebisch intersects with the 
open space system along the Elbe. This is where national cycle 
routes such as the Elbe Cycle Route run. One of the moorings 
on the Elbe navigation provides an option to bring visitors di-
rectly into the heart of the Triebisch green corridor. Staging 
this particular natural habitat as the start of the open space 
system in conjunction with making it appreciable to visitors, 
is part of the task. Competitors should examine the potential 
for expanding the existing cycle paths and connecting them to 
the existing cycle route network.

We expect competitors to develop a “corporate identity” for 
the space under consideration. For instance, this could be a 
consistent design language, a spatial continuum or recurring 
“features”.

Solutions for the entire project area are required for the open 
space system design, taking account of connection points to 
the areas beyond. 

Along with an overall plan on a scale of 1 : 2 000, we require a 
detailed design of the area between the former coal stockyard 
and the Elbe confluence on a scale of 1 : 200 which serves 
as an illustration of the quality and continuity of the green 
corridor. The initiator proposes the Martinsbrücke/Fährmann-
strasse section for this purpose. However, participants are 
free to choose a different section (on the same scale) which is 
characteristic of their plan.

1.4 Design: Open space system using a scale of 1 : 2 000 and detail using a scale of 1 : 200, Plan 1

Task plan with overall design and detail
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The following key issues should be addressed with 
statements in the proposal:

Which locations will be developed aside from along the 
Triebisch? 

Are there spatial boundaries and where are they?

How will “space” be created? Will a riverbank walk be  
developed on, to or in the water? 

What potential, character and spatial qualities can  
be developed?

What role will the new park play in the open  
space system?

The following tasks must be addressed: 

Structural consideration of the whole area

Consistent positioning and design of an appealing  
green corridor from the Elbe to the district park  
including a representation of the park (overview,  
scale 1 : 2 000)

Creation and consolidation of key pathway connections 
(pedestrian and cycle routes)

Presentation of the links for specific locations/pathway 
connections

Development of recurring design elements for the green 
corridor in terms of a “corporate identity”

Detailed presentation of the Triebisch/Elbe confluence  
with a link to the Elbe open space system and the  
mooring of the Elbe navigation

Design proposals for the open space at 14 Gerbergasse

Incorporation of the porcelain factory into the  
city context

Elaboration of a specific location along the green  
corridor (detail area, scale 1 : 200)

1.5 Design: District park on a scale of 1 : 500 and  
planting plan, Plan 2

The size of the former storage site and its proximity to the 
residential district in Triebischtal are good prerequisites for 
the development of a district park. This should be understood 
as part of the open space system along the Triebisch. In ad-
dition, competitors should check to what extent the planned 
park can be developed as a start or end point for cycle/foot-
paths (S-Bahn).

 

In the process, competitors need to redefine the park such 
that it meets the requirements of today’s leisure industry and 
has, or develops, sufficient offerings for all user groups. 

The neighbourhood ideal is maintained by resident initiatives 
and should be reflected in the design. 

The Triebisch runs along the western edge of the district park 
and should be worked in as a key component of the park, 
within the scope of the flood protection provisions. Compet-
itors should also check whether retaining areas could be de-
veloped as part of the park design if applicable, or whether 
the elevated position already created by infill will suffice. The 
district heating pipeline currently runs between open spaces 
and the Triebisch. Subject to funding availability there are 
plans to move this underground. The decision whether to 
leave the pipeline where it is or relocate it should be checked 
as part of the draft.
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The eastern boundary of the project area is the railway line. 
Here the expectation is for competitors to provide an inte-
grated, appealing border. The southern boundary is the site 
of a supermarket with a car park. It is anticipated that the 
current users will be vacating the site. DHL has shown an 
interest in taking it over. There is a very high proportion of 
vacant units in the Kaufland (hypermarket chain) complex 
in Talstrasse. The municipal authorities are endeavouring to 
boost this existing retail centre.

Competitors should check how to demarcate or use the tran-
sitions to the commercial area. At the same time, the car park 
could be improved by relocating parking spaces for better ac-
cess (exchange of use). 

The following key issues should be addressed with 
statements in the proposal:

What role will the new park play in the open space system?

What new vision could it provide in terms of urban  
development?

What might the new park look like in the future? What  
new open space typologies will the project produce?  
What themes will the landscape be characterised by? 

What role can residents and local businesses play in  
the development of the park and its ongoing use? 

The following tasks must be addressed: 

Design for a new district park (currently the storage area) 
in terms of a notional and design concept (neighbourhood 
park plan, scale 1 : 500)

Design and planting plan for the district park 

Proposals for potential user focus and facilities 

Positioning and/or integration of the park in the open 
space system along the Triebisch (see overall plan detail)

Consideration of flooding issues, with integration of  
retention functions/inundation areas if applicable  

In-depth design of key details of the plan 

Staging/design of the riverbank, how flooding/retention 
will be addressed

Explanation of potential recreational offerings for  
residents.

Checks on the options and offerings for producing a  
national attraction with the installation or integration  
of a community/neighbourhood garden if applicable.  
(However, the garden must not be small.)

Network of pathways for accessing and crossing the area, 
with integration into the national cycle route network if 
applicable.

Explanation of how the (car park) areas at the supermarket 
will be incorporated or demarcated, taking account of the 
fact that DHL may repurpose the site later.

Park and ride facility at Triebischtal station with  
approximately 50 parking spaces.

Presentation of explanatory and/or necessary details for  
a comprehensible design as regards pathways, facilities, 
embankments and steps, etc.

Use of plants on a scale to be chosen by the author

Design and planting plan for the district park 

Presentation and composition of planting for the riverbank 
and floodplain areas along the Triebisch, taking account  
of flooding issues as part of a planting plan (may be  
presented in any way that competitors choose)
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1.6 Use of plants

The use of plants as a design tool for open space architecture 
is of great importance in the Peter Joseph Lenné process. The 
initiator does not wish to see simply a list of plants but in-
stead expects confident use of plants from aesthetic, design, 
seasonal and sustainable standpoints. 

We expect participants to produce a conceptual or detailed 
breakdown of the planting plan from the approach to the 
overall design solution. How can plants be used as means 
to create the required corporate identity? Which plants lend 
themselves to the nature of the concept?

It is important to the municipality that care and maintenance 
costs be reduced. This does not mean that complex or spe-
cial planting should be excluded but rather that competitors 
should demonstrate creativity and use planning resources to 
show how the care of sophisticated plant use can be achieved 
at manageable cost.

Plant use design

Development of a key theme for the Open Space System 
and the District Park

Vegetation concepts in keeping with spatial planning 
and idea.

Location-adapted planting concept with details for 
selected areas.

Presentation of important design details relating to  
plant use (e.g. seasonal sequence of particular aspects – 
blooms, colour, fruit, habitus, diversity, character plants, 
formation of identity, etc.).

Care: drafting of a low-maintenance design and planting 
concept with reference to the basic design idea.

Presentation of ecological, urban climate and sustainable 
functions as well as aesthetic qualities.

1.7 Formats/sheet lines/design 

Both plans (plan 1 – Overall concept and plan 2 – In-depth), 
require a DIN A0 format (portrait), 841 mm wide and 1189 
mm high with North at the top. Plans, models and texts 
beyond the work required (2 plans) are not included in the 
assessment.

Any form of graphic depiction may be used but the form  
selected must allow the work to be reduced in size for pub-
lication in documentation without too much meaning be-
ing lost. Text-based explanations on the plans must be brief 
and succinct. The work focuses on graphic depictions.

The work should be submitted on a flat piece of paper,  
rolled up. It must not be produced on cardboard or any 
other backing. Work submitted on digital data carriers  
only will not be assessed.

1.8 Work required 

1. Plan 1 – Overall concept Scale M 1 : 2 000 + 1 : 200 

2. Plan 2 – In-depth work Scale M 1 : 500

 – Project planning
 – Use of plants (planting plan and plant list)
 –  Additional explanations can be submitted as text and 

drawings/visualisations, lines on both DIN A0 plans 

3.  CD with printable pdf and jpeg files (300 dpi)  
of both plans, format DIN A0

4. Covering letter with declaration(s) of authorship
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This section only details the technical and organisation as-
pects of how the Peter Joseph Lenné Prize operates.

2.1 Initiator

The initiator of the Peter Joseph Lenné Prize is the state of 
Berlin, represented by the Senate Department for Urban 
 Development and the Environment. The assessment is carried 
out at Grün Berlin GmbH, Columbiadamm 10, 12101 Berlin, 
Germany.

2.2 Committee of experts for the  
Peter Joseph Lenné Prize

The process of the Peter Joseph Lenné Prize is monitored by a 
committee of experts from the following institutions:

Akademie der Künste (Academy of the Arts), Berlin

Federation of German Landscape Architects (BDLA)

Technical University of Berlin, Landscape architecture/Green 
space planning department

Beuth-Hochschule, Life Sciences and Technology depart-
ment, Landscape architecture department

Karl Foerster Foundation

2.3 Type of process

The Peter Joseph Lenné Prize follows the form of a sin-
gle-stage open competition of ideas on open space architec-
ture and landscape planning. The process is governed by the 
call for tenders and is not a process according to GRW (Prin-
ciples and guidelines for competitions) or RPW (Guidelines for 
planning competitions).

The process is anonymous until the jury reaches its decision. 
The competition is held in German. English is also accepted.

Through their involvement in the process and by obtaining 
the call for tenders documents, the participants, members of 
the jury, experts and guests consent to their data being held 
in relation to the Lenné Prize in the form of automated files. 
Data is first captured when the call for tenders documents 
are obtained from the online download portal and then when 
participants are recorded after submitting work. The follow-
ing details are held: name, date of birth, address, phone num-
ber, e-mail address, details of education and current job.

2.4 Principles

The principles of the process are: 

the initiation documents, including the task descriptions 
and

the criteria of the Karl Foerster Commendation

2.5 Karl Foerster Commendation

Within the Lenné Prize, Karl Foerster Commendations can 
be awarded by the Karl Foerster Foundation for work involv-
ing very high quality use of plants. Commendations are only 
awarded if the proposed use of plants can be integrated into 
good or very good solutions in line with design and ecological 
principles.

2.6 Announcement/information/deadlines

Binding announcement of the Lenné Prize is made online 

http://www.competitionline.com/lenne 

During the process please check occasionally to see if addi-
tional important information about the process has been 
published.

Validity

The complete call for tenders by the Senate Department for 
Urban Development and the Environment, in this version, is 
 decisive. Any other publications, including those from third 
parties, are informative only.

Deadlines

Issue of call for tenders from 8 January 2016.

Work must be submitted on 1 July 2016 up to 6 p.m. to  
Grün Berlin GmbH, Columbiadamm 10, Tower 7,  
12101 Berlin,  Germany.

P A R T  2  T H E  P R O C E S S
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2.7 Eligibility

Participation in the competition requires compliance with and 
acknowledgement of the tendering conditions and  submission 
of the required work.

The conditions of the call for tenders are acknowledged by ob-
taining the document – even if via third parties and/or as a 
copy.

Natural persons and groups of natural persons are eligible if 
they are (all) under the age of 35 on 1 July 2016. Each person 
or group may only take part in one of the three tasks. There 
is no need to demonstrate any particular professional compe-
tence. People or groups from anywhere in the world may take 
part.

People or groups of people who were involved in producing 
the tasks are not permitted to take part.

There are no other restrictions. The abilities of the partici-
pants, conveyed through the work submitted, and the quality 
of the work are decisive.

2.8 Access to documents

The documents can be downloaded from tohe Peter Joseph 
Lenné Prize website at 

http://www.competitionline.com/lenne 

They cannot be posted out. 

2.9 Understanding the call for tenders documents

The participants undertake to only use the digital data and 
plans or print-outs of them for the purpose of the compe-
tition, regardless of how they obtained the call for tenders 
documents. The call for tenders documents may only be 
disseminated and reproduced for participation in the Lenné 
Prize. People are also considered to have taken part in the 
process if the call for tenders is only used for informative 
purposes and/or the work required is broken off and the re-
sults not submitted.

2.10 Submitting work/identification

The work must be submitted, in full and packaged, on 1 July 
2016 (by 6 pm).

It can be delivered by post or courier or by handing it in to 
the service building of Grün Berlin GmbH, Columbiadamm 10, 
Tower 7, 12101 Berlin (Reception).

The participant is responsible for ensuring that the documents 
are sent in good time before the deadline. Work received late 
cannot be assessed. The covering letter and declaration(s) of 
authorship must be enclosed with the work.

To ensure anonymity, the work must be handed in sealed 
without details of the sender or any other indication of  
the author, but labelled with the reference number, the num-
ber of the chosen task (A, B or C) and the wording “Lenné 
Prize”. The sender must be specified as the recipient (Grün 
Berlin GmbH).

The CD containing the pdf and jpeg files (300 dpi) for both 
plans should be sent separately. The stipulations that apply to 
the plans with regard to the process, identification and dead-
lines also apply here.

Identification 

The work submitted must not provide any clue as to the au-
thor/authors. The participant must select a six-digit reference 
number and state this in the top right of every page (up to 1 
cm in height and 4 cm in length). This reference number must 
also appear on the declaration of authorship, on the outside 
of the sealed envelope containing the declaration of author-
ship and on the CD containing the pdf and jpeg files.

Once the jury has met, a text box (maximum 8 x 8 cm) will be 
added to the bottom right of the plans for display pur poses. 
Important information should not be positioned here.

Declaration of authorship/covering letter

The declaration of authorship (predefined form in the initia-
tion) must be completed, legibly, and enclosed with the work 
in a sealed envelope (covering letter). The declaration of au-
thorship must be signed by the author and dated.

A separate declaration of authorship must be completed by 
each participant. Please attach the covering letter such that it 
cannot be lost and will not be damaged when the packaging 
is opened! A complete and sealed copy of the covering letter 
must be enclosed with the CD.

2.11 Jury/process/results

The jury will be put together by the Senate Department for 
Urban Development and the Environment. It has 5 or 7 
 members. Minutes of the jury meeting will be created. The re-
port will contain the decisions reached but not the detailed 
voting results.

Upon receipt, the work will be given an internal number which 
will be assigned to the corresponding reference number. This 
number and reference number will be registered.

Timely receipt of the work will be registered. The work will be 
checked to ensure it meets all the requirements and the age 
of the participants will be checked. The work will be presented 
anonymously for assessment by the jury.
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The jury will select the best solution for each task. This will 
then be awarded the Peter Joseph Lenné Prize. The letters con-
taining the declarations of authorship will then be assigned to 
the work, opened and the names of the authors established.

The prizes will be awarded in line with the jury’s decisions. The 
jury’s decision is final. The jury will also decide whether Karl 
Foerster Commendations and Peter Joseph Lenné Commenda-
tions are to be awarded.

The winners will be informed immediately after the jury has 
met and will be awarded their prizes at a ceremony in Berlin.  
Information about the results of the Lenné Prize will also ap-
pear on the Senate Department for Urban Development and 
the Environment’s website. http://www.stadtentwicklung.
berlin.de/aktuell/wettbewerbe/lenne 

2.12 Data capture/data protection

The initiator will hold an address file containing details of all 
participants (requirements/work submitted) for the purpose 
of the competition. This complies with data protection legis-
lation.

Details accessible to the public in publications about the prize 
will only contain the names and place of residence of partici-
pants. The initiator is entitled to share the full address for the 
purposes of the competition. The participants in question will 
be informed should this happen.

2.13 Ownership/copyright

The Senate Department for Urban Development and the Envi-
ronment holds all copyrights pertaining to the task. All rights 
to documents provided by third parties during the Lenné Prize 
competition are retained by these parties. The work submit-
ted becomes the property of the initiator. The copyrights and 
rights of publication of designs remain with the author or  
authors.

Once the competition is complete (in this case once the jury 
has met), the initiator is entitled to document, publish and 
exhibit the work approved for assessment (this also applies 
to third parties if the initiator or participant(s) in question 
agrees) without payment. The author/authors will be named 
in such cases.

2.14 Further use

Wherever possible, the best results and work will be passed 
onto the towns and institutions which provided the themes 
and planning areas for the Lenné Prize task.

The designs and suggestions put forward by the participants 
in the Lenné Prize should promote discussions amongst the 
public and planners.

2.15 Liability and return of work

The initiator is only liable for damage to or loss of work if it 
can be demonstrated to have behaved culpably. Work will not 
be returned. We would therefore recommend that the partici-
pants make copies of their work.

2.16 Prizes

Peter Joseph Lenné Prize

The prize consists of a certificate and prize money. A Lenné 
Prize amounting to 5,000 Euro can be awarded for each task.

Peter Joseph Lenné Commendations

Other highly commended designs for the tasks may be 
awarded Peter Joseph Lenné Commendations. The commen-
dations consist of a certificate and book.

Karl Foerster Commendation

Very good and good designs with particularly good use of 
plants may be awarded Karl Foerster Commendations. The 
commendations from the Karl Foerster Foundation are worth 
a total of 1,500 Euro.
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3.1 Work plans

The plan decisive to the work is made available. The section of the plan required must be produced by the candidate.

3.2 Documents

The documents required are made available online for download. 
All digital data, maps and pictures are only permitted for the purpose of the competition.

3.3 Form

Declaration of authorship

3.4  Address of the initiator

Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt
Abteilung | C  Stadt- und Freiraumplanung
Am Köllnischen Park 3, 10173 Berlin

Office

Grün Berlin GmbH, Bettina Riese
Columbiadamm 10, Turm 7, 12101 Berlin
Tel +49 30 70 09 06-20, lenne@gruen-berlin.de

Further Informationen

Please occasionally refer back to the website for updates: 
www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/aktuell/wettbewerbe/lenne/ 
and www.competitionline.com/lenne

Sources

Inner city plan: http://www.touristinfo-meissen.de/download/tourismus/Innenstadtplan.pdf

Official website of the City of Meissen
Facts and figures: http://www.stadt-meissen.de/download/zahlen-und-fakten/Zahlen-Fakten-Wissensw.pdf
City of Meissen concept: http://www.stadt-meissen.de/download/zahlen-und-fakten/leitbild.pdf
Cycle traffic system: http://www.stadt-meissen.de/download/rathaus/Radverkehrsnetz.pdf
Summary map of actions: http://www.stadt-meissen.de/download/rathaus/Uebersichtskarte_Massnahmen.pdf
Action table: http://www.stadt-meissen.de/download/rathaus/Tabelle_Massnahmen.pdf
Meissen regional data: http://www.statistik.sachsen.de/appsl1/Gemeindetabelle/jsp/GMDAGS.
jsp?Jahr=2015&Ags=14627140

Meissen State Porcelain Factory: http://www.meissen.com/de

Link to public footpaths and cycle paths: https://cardomap.idu.de/lramei/(S(q3rz4jre5hz2wbovotrjap0y))/LRAMEI.aspx

BMUB (Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety) http://www.bmub.bund.
de/themen/wasser-abfall-boden/binnengewaesser/hochwasser/hochwasserschutzprogramm/

German Federal Agency for Nature Conservation  – Eco-friendly Flood Protection: https://www.bfn.de/0324_hochwasser-
schutz.html

Saxony Flood Protection http://www.umwelt.sachsen.de/umwelt/wasser/7277.htm

P A R T  3  T H E  A N N E X E S


